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REMARKS ON KAHLER-EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS

YOZO MATSUSHIMA

The main purpose of this note is to characterize a compact Kahler-

Einstein manifold in terms of curvature form. The curvature form Ω is an

EndT valued differential form of type (1,1) which represents the curvature

class of the manifold. We shall prove that the curvature form of a Kahler

metric is the harmonic representative of the curvature class if and only if

the Kahler metric is an Einstein metric in the generalized sense {g.s.)y that

is, if the Ricci form of the metric is parallel. It is well known that a

Kahler metric is an Einstein metric in the g. s. if and only if it is locally

product (globally, if the manifold is simply connected and complete) of

Kahler-Einstein metrics. We obtain an integral formula, involving the in-

tegral of the trace of some operators defined by the curvature tensor, which

measures the deviation of a Kahler-Einstein metric from a Hermitian sym-

metric metric. In the final section we shall prove the uniqueness up to

equivalence of Kahler-Einstein metrics in a simply connected compact com-

plex homogeneous space. This result was proved by Berger [3] in the case

of a complex projective space and our proof is completely different from

Berger's.

1. Throughout this paper we shall denote by M a compact Kahler

manifold and by T and Γ* the holomorphic tangent bundle and the holo-

morphic cotangent bundle of M respectively. The real differentiable tangent

bundle of M will be denoted by T& The vector space of smooth sections

of a vector bundle F will be denoted by Γ(F). A section X of T is a com-

plex vector field of holomorphic type or of type (1,0) and we denote by X

the conjugate of X; X is a section of the conjugate bundle T of T. We

denote by <, > the Hermitian metric in 7\ that is, if X, Y e Γ(T)f then

<X, Y> = g{X, Ϋ),

where g denotes the Kahler metric in M. We have then
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X<X, Z> = <DXY, Z> + <F

for X, Y, Z e Γ(T), where Z) denotes the operator of the covariant differenti-

ation in the Kahler manifold M.

If {Ea} (a = 1, 2, , n9 n = dimcM) is a local holomorphic frame field

of T, then we have [6]

(1.1) DaEb = Σ Π ^ c , DaEb = DΈEb = 0

for a, b = 1,2, , w, where Z>α = £>#<, and Da = ^ α .

Throughout the paper we shall denote by E the holomorphic vector

bundle EndT = T*®T. The covariant derivative DXA of a section A of £

is defined to be a section of E such that

= DX(Λ(Y)) - A{DxY)y I J G Γ{TR)*.

Let L be an is-valued differential r-form. The covariant differential

DL of L is an 2s-valued differential (r + l)-form such that

(DL)(XU , X r + 1 ) = ^ ( - <

, ^ 1 Xu , Xu , X, ,

wereh X1? . . ., Xr+1

If L is of type (p, ^), then DL is a sum of a form D'L of type (p + 1,

q) and a form D"L of type (2?, # + 1 ) :

DL = D'L + D"L

Let {̂ α} be a local holomorphic frame field of T defined in an open

set U of M and if we write L in the form

(1.2) L-Ea= Σ^Lb

aΈbf
b

where L\ are differential forms of type (p, q) defined in U, then it follows

from (1.1) and (1.2) that

In other words, we have

* If Y e Γ(TR), then we can write Y uniquely in the form Y = Y+ + Y+ with Y+ e Γ{T)
and -A(y) will denote the value of A for the section Y+ of T.
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D"L =d"L,

where d"L denote the ^-valued form defined by {d"Lh

a). In particular, for

a section A of E, we have

(d"A)(X) = DzA, X<=Γ(T).

The covariant derivative DXL of L is an E-valued r-form such that

(DXL)(XU . , Xr) = DX(L(XU , *Λj) - Σ L(Xlf , Z ) ^ , . . ., Xr)

i

The operator Dx is type preserving and for r = 2, we have:

(1.3) (DL)(X, Y, Z) = (DXL)(Y, Z) + (DrL)(Z, X) + (DZL)(X, Y).

2. Let 4̂ be a section of E = EndT. The adjoint 4̂* of 4̂ is a section

of £ such that

for any X, Y e Γ(T). A section 4̂ is said to be symmetric if Λ = ̂ 4*.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a symmetric section of E. Then A is a holomorphic section

if and only if DA = 0.

Proof A section A is holomorphic if and only if d"A = D"A = 0.

Since DA = DΆ + D"A and ZM and D"A are of type (1,0) and of type (0,1)

respectively, if DA = 0, we get D'A = DrΆ = 0, and so A is holomorphic.

Conversely let A be a holomorphic section. Let [Ea] be a local orthonor-

mal frame bundle and put Da = DEa and DΈ = DΈa, A(Ea) = Σ Ab

aEb. Since

D"A = 0, we have DaA\ = 0 for all a, b, c. Moreover since A is symmetric,

we have ~A* = Al and so the conjugate complex of Da A\ is DaA
c

b and hence

DaAi = 0 for all a9 b, c. This means that DΆ = 0, and so DA = DΆ + ΠΆ

= 0.

Let L be an ^-valued differential form of type (1,1). We define an

E'-valued differential form L* of type (1,1) by putting

(2.1) L*(X, Ϋ) = -L(Y, X)*.

LEMMA 2. Let L be an E-valued differential form of type (1,1) such that L*

= — L. Then L is d"-closed if and only if the covariant differential DL of L is

zero.
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, we have to show that D"L = 0 if

and only if D'L = 0. By (1.3), (D'L)(Ea,Eb,Ec) = (DL)(Ea, Eb, Ec) = DaL(Eb,

Ec) - (DbL)(Ea, Ec) and (D"L)(Ea, Eb9 Ec) = ~(DτL)(Ea, Ec) + (DΈL)(Ea, Eb)9

where {Ea} is a local orthonormal frame field in T. If we write L locally

in the form

L(Eb, Ec)Ek= ^Lib7Et

with Lι

kbζ = Lι

k(Eb9 Ec), then D'L = 0 is equivalent to the set of equations

(*) DaLι

kbt = DbLiaτ

and also D"L = 0 means that

for all a, b, c, I and k. Moreover since L* = — L, we have

Then the conjugate complex of DaL
ι

kb^ is equal to D^L\cb. I t follows from

this that (*) and (**) are equivalent and this proves that D'L — 0 if and only

if D"L = 0.

DEFINITION. An ^-valued 2-forms L is called a generalized curvature form

if L satisfies the following conditions:

1) L is of type (1,1) and L* = -L.

2) d"L = 0.

3) L(X, Ϋ)Z = L(Z, Ϋ)X for X, Y, Z e Γ(T).

Remark. The third condition on L is called the first Bianchi identity

for L. By Lemma 2, we can replace the second condition by DL = 0; that

is, (DXL)(Y, Z) + {DYL){Z, X) + {DZL){X, Y) = 0 and this last condition is

known as the second Bianchi identity. We have included the notion of

generalized curvature forms to make clear the relation of our results to

those of Nomizu [9].

For each generalized curvature form L we define the Ricci form K = KL

of L as follows: K is a differential form of type (1,1) in M defined by

K(X, Ϋ) = Tr(L(X9 ?)), I J G Γ(T).

Clearly K is ^"-closed.

There exists a section 5 = SL of E such that
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<SX, F> = K(X, Ϋ)

for all X, Y e Γ(T). We call S the Ricci tensor of L. Since Z, satisfies L =

— LV 5 satisfies S = S*, that is, S is symmetric.

If {Ea} is a local orthonormal frame of T9 then

(2.2) 5 = ΣL(Ea, Ea).

In fact, <SEb, Ec> = TrL{Eb, Ec) = Σ><L(Eb, Ec)Ea, Ea> and by the condi-
_ a

tion 3) on L, L(Eb, Ec)Ea = L{Ea, Ec)Eb. By the condition L = - L * and by

3), we have <L(£α, 5C)^ 6, ^ α > = ^ δ , L(EctEa)Ea> = <Eb9L(Ea,Ea)Ec> = <L(Ea9

Ea)Eb,Ec> and hence <SEb, Ec> = Y><L{Ea, Ea)Eb> Ec> which proves (2.2).
a

3. For any two ^-valued differential forms L and U of type (p, q)9

we denote by <L, Ly> their scalar product defined by the Hermitian metric

in T and by (L, U) their inner product i.e.,

(L, V) = ( <L, Z/>rft;f

where Jz; denotes the volume element of the Kahler manifold M. The

adjoint of the operator d" with respect to the inner product will be denoted

by δ". If L is of type (p, ? + 1), then δ"L is of type (p, q) and (5/7L, Lr)

= (L, d^L') holds for any U of type (p, q).

The complex Laplacian Π r / is the operator defined by

The operator • " is type preserving and an E-valued form L is said to be

harmonic if Q"L = 0.

Let Dp'q(E) denote the complex vector space of all Zs-valued forms of

type (p, q) and let

Dp{E)= J}£>P'Q(E).

Then DP(E) is a complex with coboundary operator d"\ the cohomology

group of the complex DP(E) is denoted by Hp'q(M,E). By the Dolbeault-

Serre theorem, we have a canonical isomorphism

Hp-q(M, E) = Hq(M, (ΛT*)(x)£)

where, for any holomorphic vector bundle F, F denotes the shief of germs
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of holomorphic sections.

Let Ω be the curvature form of the Kahler metric in M. Then Ω is an

.E-valued form of type (1.1) and d"Ω = 0. Hence Ω represents a cohomology

class in Hι>\M9 E) = Hι{M, Γ*(g?£), where £ = T*(x)T. The cohomology

class is independent of the choice of Kahler metric in M. We shall call

this cohomology class the curvature class of M As a matter of fact, the

curvature class may be defined for any compact complex manifold; it is

defined to be the cohomology class in HlΛ{M, E) represented by the curva-

ture form of a connection of type (1,1) in T, for more details see Atiyah

[1], Moreover, the curvature class of M is zero if and only if T has a

holomorphic linear connection [1],

Let L be an Zΐ1-valued form of type (1,1). Then δ"L is an is-valued

form of type (1,0). By an easy computation and by the Stokes theorem, we

obtain the following formula. Let {Ea} be a local orthonormal frame field

of T. Then

(3.1) (δ"L)(Ea)= ψ(DbL)(Ea, Eb)

for all a = 1,2, , n.

LEMMA 3. Let L be a generalized curvature tensor and S the Ricci tensor of

L. Then we have

(3. 2) h"L = D'S.

Proof. Let {Ea} be a local orthonormal frame field of T. By Lemma

2 we have DL = 0 and hence {DbL){Ea, Eb) = (DaL)(Eb, Eb) and by (3.1) we

obtain (δ"L)(Ea) = ψ(DaL)(Eb,Eb) = ψDa(L(Eb, Eb)) - ^L(DaEb9Eb) - ^L{Ebf

DaEb). On the other hand, by (2.2), (D'S)(Ea) = DaS = Y\Da{L(Eb,Es)) and

hence

(δ"L)(Ea) = {D'S)(Ea) - Σ {L(DaEb,Eb) + L(Eb9 DaEb)}.
b

We show that the second term of the right hand side is zero. To see this

let DaEb = J]Γc

cbEc and DτEb = Σ Π 6 £ C . Then DaEb = Σ Γ f & 5 c . It follows
c c c

from

0 = Da(Eb9 Ed> = (DaEb, Ed>+ (Eb, DΈEd> that Γc

ab + T\c = 0

for all a, b, c and hence
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Σ>{L(DaEb, Eb)+L(Eb, DaEb)} = Σ Π S L ( £ C ) Eb

b, Ec) = Σ ( Π S + Γlc)L(Ec, Eb) = 0.
b

This proves that (δ"L)(Ea) = (D'S)(Ea) for all a and hence δ"L = D'S.

PROPOSITION. Let L be a generalized curvature form of a compact Kahler

manifold M, Then L is a harmonic E-valued form, where E — EndT, if and only

if the Ricci tensor SL of L is a holomorphic section of E. Moreover SL is a holo-

morphic section of E if and only if SL is parallel.

Proof Since d"L = 0, L is harmonic if δ"L — 0. By Lemma 3, we

have δ"L = D'S and DS = D'S + D"S, d'rS = D"S. Since S is symmetric,

we have d"S = 0 if and only if DS — 0 by Lemma 1 and this proves our

assertion in the proposition.

A Kahler metric is said to be a Kahler-Einstein metric in the genera-

lized sense (g. s.) if the Ricci form is parallel. Since the curvature form is

obviously a generalized curvature form, we obtain as a special case of the

proposition the following:

THEOREM 1. A compact Kahler manifold is a Kdhler-Einstein manifold in the

g. 5. if and only if the curvature form is a harmonic E-valued form, where E = EndT.

Remark. According to Atiyah [1] the curvature class of a complex

manifold is zero if and only if the holomorphic tangent bundle T has a

holomorphic linear connection. Therefore if a compact Kahler-Einstein

manifold in the g.s. M admits a holomorphic linear connection, then the

curvature form Ω of M is zero by Theorem 1 and so M is locally flat. It is

also known that if the second Chern class of a compact Kahler-Einstein

manifold M is zero, then M is locally flat (Apt [2]). A complex manifold

M is said to be a complex affine manifold if M admits a holomorphic linear

connection whose curvature and torsion are zero. There is no known ex-

ample of compact complex affine Kahler manifold which is not flat (cf [11]).

4. Let L be any ^-valued form of type (1,1). The components of L

with respect to a local frame field of T will be denoted by Lι

kaτ{a, b, k, I

= 1,2, , n); namely if {Ek} is a local frame field and L(EaEb)Ek =

J]Ll

k(Ea, Eb)Elt then Lι

kaτ = Lι

k(Ea,Eb). If {Ek} is orthonormal we write

L-ϊieaB in place of Ll

kab. Let Ω be the curvature form of M. We denote the
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components of Ω by Rι

kaτ so that we have

Ω Ek= H(ΣRLτ<oa Λώb)Eh

I a,b

where {ωa} denotes the local coframe bundle such that ωa{Eb) = δ*. The

components of the Ricci tensor of Ω will be denoted by KI K\ denotes the

conjugate complex of K\.

Then the components of the ^-valued form Π " £ are given by the fol-

lowing formula:

(Π"L)Lτ = - Σ D-°DτLloτ + Σ #f£ί«e
c c

- Σ i^LU-Maτ
c,d,i

+ Σ 9Έi{RLτLLτ-LiiτR
{

kdτ}
c, d, i

where Dτ = g*dDd. In particular, for L — Ω, we obtain from the first Bianchi

identity Rι

kiΊ = Rι

ikτ,

(Π"Ω)l*s = - Σ D<DτRLτ |
c c

+ Σ 9j4RLτRlτ
c, d, i

- Σ gt'iRltcKlas + XlacRitT}.

Suppose now that the metric is Kahler-Einstein. Then we have

Kcτ= P Qcτ, (b, c = 1, , n)

where p is a constant. Assume that our local frame is orthonormaL Then

since •"£? = 0 by Theorem 1, we obtain

0 = -ΣDeDτR
ι

kaτ+pRiaτ
c

"~Σ {RlikϊRjcoΛ + RliaxRjckb)
ci

(/, k, a, b = 1,2, , n)

Hence we get

<Π"Ω, Ω> = δθ + φR, DR> + p \Ω|2 + F- 2G = 0,

where θ is a differential form of type (0,1) defined by Θ{EC) = φΈΩ9 Ω>, DR

denotes the covariant differential of the curvature tensor (note that this is
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distinct from the covariant differential of Ω which is zero), \Ω\ is the length

of the curvature form Ω and F and G are functions on M defined as follows:

F = Σ RΊiCbRτkcχRkibτ>

G = Σ Rjik'cRjca'bRlclbc*

where sum extends over all indices.

Integrating over M, we obtain

(DR, DR) + p(Ω, Ω) +\ Fdυ- 2? Gdυ = 0.

Since {DR, DR) ^ 0 and {DR, DR) = 0 means that M is Hermitian symmetric,

we see that

Gdv -\ Fdv- p(Ω,
M v M

and the equality holds if and only if M is Hermitian symmetric.

The functions F and G can be interpreted as follows by introducing

two kinds of operator defined by curvature tensor. These two curvature

operators appeared in the paper [5]. Let {Ek} be any local orthonormal

frame of T. The linear operator
«

H: T(g)T-+T(g)T

is defined by

H: E

Let

H(klKab) = RkabΊ

Then

H{Ea®Eb) =

By the first Bianchi identity R^ah~ι = Rkbai = RiabΈ we have

H(klXab) = H(klXba) =

It follows then that i ϊ (^ α (x)Eh - Eh(g)£α) = 0 and that i7(£α ®Eh + Eh® Ea)

is a symmetric tensor. Moreover since we have R^abj = Rάkiτ> the matrix

is Hermitian. Now we obtain:
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| J2 | 2 = ^RkabiRknbi = HlH(kι)(ab)H{kι)(ab) = TrH2,

F ~ Σ RkablR'o.cdbR'ck Id

— Σ H(klXab)H(abXcd)H(cdXkl) = TrHZ.

The operator

P:T(g)T-+T(g)T

is defined by

P : £ α (x) Eb ->Σ Λ ϊ j ^ t (x) ^ .

Let

P(kl)(ab) = R-kla~b

T h e n

)Ek (x) ̂ z .

Since Λ I Z α 7 = i?σ,^z = ^άδ&τ» we have P(kι)Uώ = PubKkO and hence the matrix

P= {P(klKab))
4

is Hermitian. Moreover we have:

P(klXab) — P(ba)ttk), P(kl)Ub) = P(kaXlb)

G = Σ RlikjRjcalRklba

— Σ P(liXkc)P(icXab)P(klXba)

= Σ P(lkXίc)P(icXab)P(abXlk) = T/^P3.

Thus we get G = 7>P3

Summing up we obtain the following

THEOREM 2. Z^ί M be a compact Kahler-Einstein manifold. Then we have

(4.1) 2[ TrP'dv - p\ TrH2dv - [ TrH'dv ^ 0
όM JM jAf

and the equality holds only when M is Hermitian symmetric. In the above inequality

P is a constant such that pgaΈ = KoJ and \Ω\2 = TrH2 = TrP2.

Remark. We have TrP= TrH= Σ>R-ΞabT = ΣιKaa = np and hence
a,b a

np = 7VP= TrH, n = dimcM
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We consider now the special case where n = 2. Then we have

(4. 2) RTlab + R22ab = RΈblΊ + RΈb22 = pδab [a, 6 = 1, 2).

We define a linear operator / : T®T-+T®T by

J{EX <g>Eb) = E2® Ehy J(E2<g>Eb) = -Ex <g>Eb (b = 1,2).

Then from (4.2) and from the first Bianchi identity we obtain

(4.3) J-ipj = pI-R,

where / is the identity operator T (x) T -> T (x) T and 5" denotes the operator

T(g)T-+T(g)T whose matrix is the conjugate complex of H. It follows

easily from (4.3) that

- TrH*

TrW = -2p* + 3pTrP2 - TrPK

We obtain from (4.1) the following formulae

(4.4) 3[ TrP*dυ-Ap\ TrP2dv + ~ξ~[ {TrP)2dv^0,

(4.40 3f TrHzdυ - 5p[ TrH2dv + p[ (TrH)2dv ^ 0.
J J iff J Λf

The Chern numbers of M are given by the formulae

b b υ > c i m = ΊΠ?-S«TrH2dv>
and we have also TrP = Trfl; TrP 2 = TrH2, 2p = Trfί. We can express

(4.4) and (4.4') in the form

^ 0,

TrHUυ - 5pdM] + pc\[M] ^ 0,

b

and the equality holds if and only if M is Hermitian symmetric. The

geometric meaning of the integral of TrP3 and TrHz is not known.

Let μu μ2f μz and μ± be the eigen-values of P. Since H{Ea (g)Eb + E

(x) Ea) = 0, one of the eigen-values of H is equal to zero. Then it follows

from (4.3) that p is an eigen-value of P and we put μ4 = p. Then we

have p = μx + μ2 + μ* because 2p = TrP and we can express the function
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/ = 37>P3 - ApTrP2 + -£- (TrP)2 in the form*

(4. 5) / = -~^i(^2 — μ*)2 — μz{μz — μi)2 — μz{μx — μ2)
2.

For each unit tangent vector at x e M let <τ(#) denote the holomorphic

sectional curvature for the complex line spanned by u, that is,

σ(u) = 4^RΈlaτU
kUιUbUa = 4<H(U®U), U®IΓ>.

We can choose a local orthonormal frame field {Eu E2] in such a way that

a(Ei(x)) = 4Rτuτ= Max σ(u) and that i?T l o ¥ = 0 for αψb. ([3]). Then i?Tl</¥
| t « | = l

+ #22«δ = Λ& and hence R22ατ = 0 for β ̂  ft and RΈ2lΊ = RTl2τ = p — JRτnτ.

Moreover i?2-222 = p — Rj\22 = P — (P — <#τnτ) = ^TUT Using these relations

and the Bianchi identity, we can express the eigen-values of P easily by

the components of curvature tensor and we get

If we assume that the bisectional curvatures [7] are nonnegative, we can

show that / ^ 0 and hence / = 0 by (4.4). Then M is symmetric and iso-

metric either to P2 or P1 x P1. This result was found by Berger [3],

5. Let M be a compact simply connected complex manifold. We

assume that M is homogeneous and that M has a Kahler metric. Let Gc

be the identity component of the group of all holomorphic transformations

of M and let Go be a maximal compact subgroup of Gc- It is well-known

that Go is also transitive on M and Go is semi-simple and Gc is the com-

plexification of Gc (cf. [4]). Since Go is compact and M has a Kahler metric,

we may assume that M has a G0-invariant Kahler metric. Let v = in2Fdzx

A Λ dzn A dz1 A Λ dzn be any G0-invariant volume element in M.

Then the differential form 70 = 2d'd" log F is well defined and To does not

depend on the choice of v. Moreover 7Ό is Go-invariant and it was proved

by Koszul [8] that To is negative definite. Since the Ricci form of any Go-

invariant in M coincides with — To by a well-known formula (cf. [6]), every

Go-invariant Kahler metric has the same Ricci form which is equal to — Γ0.

Let ω0 = — 70. Then ω0 is positive definite and G0-invariant and so the fun-

damental form of a G0-invariant Kahler metric g0. Then g0 is Kahler-

Einstein. We call g0 the canonical Kahler metric in M with respect to Go.

THEOREM 3. Any Kdhler-Einstein metric g on M is equivalent to go, Le^

there exists a holomorphic transformation φ of M and a positive constant a such that

* I owe this formula and (4.3) to B. Smyth.
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ago = φ*g.

Proof. We may identify the Lie algebra of Gc with the Lie algebra α

of all holomorphic vector fields of M Then the subalgebra of α correspon-

ding to Go is identified with the Lie algebra g0 of all Killing vector field of

(M, g0). Since Gc is complex semi-simple and Go is maximal compact in

Gc, α is the complexification of g0 and since the complex structure in the

Lie algebra α is given by the tensor / of the complex structure in M, we

have α = g0 + /&>. Now let g be any Kahler-Einstein metric in M and g

the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields of (M, g). Since g is a compact

subalgebra of α and since g0 is a maximal compact subalgebra of α, there

exists an element p e G c such that Ad(φ~% c g0. On the other hand, since

(Mf g) is Kahler-Einstein, it is known that α = g + /g ([10]). It follows then

that dim g = dim g0 and hence Ad(φ~ι)§ = g0 and g is maximal compact.

The connected subgroup G of Gc corresponding to g is a maximal compact

subgroup of Gc and ψ"ιGφ = Go. Since g is G-invariant, φ*g is Go-invariant

and obviously φ*g is also Kahler-Einstein. The fundamental form of φ*g is

then proportional to ω0 and this proves the theorem.
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